For immediate release

William So and Edmond Leung bring their SO MAN concert
to Resorts World Genting
The concert at Arena of Stars will be the debut of the new double act
Genting Highlands, 6 June 2018 - Popular Hong Kong singers William So and Edmond Leung
will be combining their talents to bring their SO MAN show to the Arena of Stars at Resorts
World Genting on 28 July, 2018. Named after a combination of So and Leung’s Chinese
names, and a pun on the concert’s concept of life and love from a male perspective, SO
MAN will be a unique way of appreciating the talents of these two Hong Kong singers.
Both artists are long-standing mainstays of the Hong Kong entertainment industry and were
even bandmates in the supergroup Band of Brothers, but this is the first time they are
performing as a duo. Their debut performance as SO MAN began in Macau in April 2018,
which received rapturous reviews, as So and Leung attempted to push into new musical
territory and please their fans with a fresh and exciting audio and visual experience.
Nicknamed the ‘Love Song Prince’, William So launched his music career after coming in
second place at the New Talent Singing Awards in 1985. He released his first album –
Insomnia - to great acclaim in 1989. He went on to star in the popular TV series Healing
Hands, singing its theme song, the smash hit Kiss More, Hurt More, which led to his first solo
concert in Hong Kong. The Mandarin language song A Man Shouldn’t Let A Woman Cry led
to a further breakthrough in Taiwan. Over his career of over 30 years, So has release over 20
albums and appeared in dozens of TV series and films.
Like So, Edmond Leung was also a finalist in the New Talent Singing Awards, in the 1989
edition, which won him a contract with Capital Artists. His first album Listen To The Edge
presaged a career that includes over 30 albums, 8 TV series and over 30 film roles. He was
the first male singer to receive both the Ultimate Top 10 Songs Award and the Ultimate
Album at the Commercial Radio Hong Kong Ultimate Song Chart Awards, with some of his
enduring hits being A Man In The Closet, Get Lost/Cheating (a duet with Miriam Yeung),
Lingering Games, Thinking Too Much and Three Wounded Hearts。

The SO MAN concert at Resorts World Genting featuring William So and Edmond Leung will
be held on 28 July, 2018. Tickets are now available for sale, priced at RM565 (VIP), RM423
(PS1), RM301 (PS2), RM206 (PS3), and RM121 (PS4), excluding additional processing fees of
RM3.80.
Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a standard 10% discount via cash or credit
card, and Genting Points redemption, applicable on VIP to PS3 seats categories only. Tickets
for children are priced at RM47.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com.
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